Could the recent appearance of new, undefinable neurological diseases be a result of the imbalance in mankind's chakra system, caused by a lunge forward of mankind towards a Group Initiation?

This paper will explain the chakras, their affect on, and the relationship between, the etheric and physical bodies, and their role in the expanding of the consciousness, not only for individuals, but mankind as a group. It will attempt to offer a correlation between the arrival of the Age of Aquarius, the shift in world consciousness, the growing trend towards humanitarianism – a global initiation onto the Probationary Path, with the appearance of unexplainable and uncurable diseases of the nervous system.

As you read through the text, take note of the highlighted areas, as they are of particular relevance to the subject of this paper.

What is the etheric body?

The etheric body is a web of millions of energy streams (called nadis) composed of force and light, that follows the general form of the matter or substance (in this case, the human body) it is surrounding. The clairvoyant would interpret man’s etheric body as egg shape extending out from the body. The lines of this web are made up of ‘nadis’ – lines of force along which energy flows. The etheric body acts as the gridwork, the blueprint, upon which physical matter is constructed.

The etheric vehicle is an interlacing pattern of energy/force/light, constantly in motion, receiving, assimilating and transmitting solar prana, an active radiatory heat. Following the Law of Attraction, this pattern follows the ‘form’ of the tangible form (for example, the human form) and radiates out from the physical form, the depth depending on the consciousness level of human form. This web of criss-crossed energy has the sole purpose of vitalizing the physical body, and integrating it with the other unique etheric fields of the earth.
and the solar system. These millions of energy lines (nadis) correspond to the physical nervous system, vitalizing the human form and make it possible to 'feel', to register. The etheric body is interfaced with nervous system; thus, the etheric body is related to the way man physically experiences sensations.

**What is a chakra?**

In the etheric web, where the nadis cross, chakras are formed. In the human, there are seven major intersections of energy, the major chakras. Each one of these 7 major chakras is a point of concentration for a different type of energy, which is distributed via chakras, from the incoming 7 Rays.
The 7 Major Chakras

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chakra Center</th>
<th>Ray</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head Centre</td>
<td>R 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajna Centre</td>
<td>R 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat Centre</td>
<td>R 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Centre</td>
<td>R 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Plexus Centre</td>
<td>R 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacral Centre</td>
<td>R 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base of Spine</td>
<td>R 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: *Consciousness Evolves through the Chakras*

Leoni Hodgson, 2009

**What does a chakra (centre) do?**

The centres have three main functions:

1. **to vitalise the physical body.**

   The etheric web transports solar *prana* to the physical body; the chakras assimilate, focus, and utilize that energy. Chakras “…are whirlpools of force that swirl etheric, astral and mental matter into activity of some kind.” TCF 167

2. **to bring about the development of self-consciousness in man.**

   Through the 7 major centres, the soul will eventually connect with the lower man. Through slow and steady, correct, and pure thought processes & emotions & feelings, the centres are stimulated, energized, and vitalized, and steadily develop. The stimulation of, and the resulting growth, of the chakras evolves in a pattern of from the lowest to the highest. As man proceeds along his development of consciousness, the energies of the lower centres are raised and merged with those of the higher centres.

3. **to transmit spiritual energy and sweep the entire man into a state of spiritual being.** TWM p285

   The chakras function on three planes: the mental, the astral, and the etheric/physical as they unfold and fulfill their purpose.

   In this paper, we are focusing on the second purpose, the development of self-consciousness in man, and the etheric plane on which this occurs.

   “The nadis, that system of slightly denser etheric channels or tiny threads of force which underlie the entire nervous system; they underlie every type of nerve and every type of nerve plexus.” EH 628
What is prana?

Prana is a vibrating, radiating, energetic heat. It is the underlying Universal Life, the initial, primary, and absolute substance of everything.

Prana is present in all things, in every atom. Even seemingly inert objects, like human skin, or nails, are alive in some sense, only in a lesser degree of manifestation. Each cell, every nerve, in the human body, and the microcosmic components of those cells and nerves, are alive, and thrive on prana. When the etheric body is healthy, prana flows freely, and the physical body is also kept nourished. It is imperative that the chakras in the human vehicle are functionally fully in order to efficiently distribute the life force of prana to all parts of the vehicle.

Solar prana: Certain solar devas absorb the energy/heat/light emanating from the sun, filter it through their own organisms, and then direct the resulting radiations through man’s etheric body. In the human, the main point of entry for this solar prana is through the etheric body in the area around the head and shoulders, between the shoulder blades. (Refer to Chart #3. Note that one of the main points of testing for Fibromyalgia is the shoulder blades)

Pervading the whole body is that sum total of nervous force, called by the Hindu, prana. It is controlled by the mind via the brain; it is the vitality which brings into activity the sense-organs and produces the outward-going life of the man; its medium of distribution is the nervous system through certain great distributing centers called plexi, or lotuses....LOM p328/9 (From Nicole Resciniti, The Etheric Centres, Part 2, The Chakras)

This prana, as it is received, assimilated and distributed throughout the nervous system, activates the sense-organs and produces the physical man.

How do the chakras relate to the physical body?

Incoming prana is assimilated by the etheric body, and the centres then transmute this energy into various active forces. In a swirling, active movement, these forces are distributed to the nervous system of the etheric body, the extent of which depends on the level to which that chakra has been awakened. Since the etheric body is the subjective correspondence of the physical body, what happens in the etheric nervous system, takes place in the physical nervous system as well. The activity of a chakra has a direct affect on the nervous system of the physical body.

“The nadis in the physical body correspond to the life or spirit aspect; the nerves are the correspondence to the soul or quality aspect. That which demonstrates as their united externalisation is the endocrine system which corresponds to the form or matter aspect. These three—the nadis, the nervous system and the glands—are the material correspondences to the three divine aspects; they are esoterically responsive to these three aspects and they make the man upon the physical plane what he is.” EH 197